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Deliverable D.1.2.3 Project Meetings  
Organization and coordination of a one-day project 

meeting in the Municipality of Pylaia-Hortiatis 

 

within the project TERRA-MINE “Sustainable Eco-

Cultural Valorization of Mines and Quarries Sites in the 

Cross-Border Area” 

PB2_Municipality of Pilea-Hortiatis 

 

 

 

 The project is co-funded by the European Regional Development Fund (ERDF) and national 

funds of the countries participating in the Cooperation Programme INTERREG V-A "Greece-

Bulgaria 2014-2020" 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

www.terramine.eu 

The contents of this publication are sole responsibility of < Municipality of Pilea-Hortiatis > and can in no 

way be taken to reflect the views of the European Union, the participating countries, the Managing 

Authority and the Joint Secretariat 
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1 Invitation - Agenda 

 

 

  

Project Meeting Agenda 

Project: Project No. B2.6c.21 “Sustainable Eco-
Cultural Valorization of Mines and Quarries Sites in the 

Cross-Border Area” (Terra-Mine) 

Date: Tuesday 6th December 2022 @10.00 a.m. 

Venue: City Hall of the Municipality of Pilea-Hortiatis 

& online via Zoom Topic: Terra-Mine Project Meeting 

https://us02web.zoom.us/j/85248328596?pwd=YVZqT

01Vb3dYbG9BbDlVWEZwM3FRUT09 

Meeting ID: 852 4832 8596Passcode: 493976 

Hosting Partner: 

Municipality of Pilea- Hortiatis (PB 2) 

Invitees:  

 Municipality of Madan (LB) 

 Democritus University of Thrace, Department of Production and Management Engineering, Special Account for Research 
Funds (PB 3) 

 International Hellenic University - Department of Business Administration - Discipline of Tourism Management (PB 4) 

 University of Mining and Geology “St. Ivan Rilski” (PB 5) 

Project Meeting Objectives: 

Organisation of the final steps for the project closure: Project Management and Communication related Tasks 

Topics Presenter  Time  

Registration of the participants  10.00-10.15 

Introductions 

Welcome & introduction speeches - Representative of the hosting partner - 
PB 2 (Municipality of Pilea-Hortiatis) 

- Representative of the Lead Beneficiary 
(Municipality of Madan) 

10.15-10.30 

Project Development & Implementation 

Partners’ reporting on the project implementation All partners 10.30-11.00 

Project management and final reporting Representative of the LB 11.00-11.20 

Communication and visibility tasks related to project closure Representative of the PB2 11.20-11.40 

Other issues, remarks and final conclusions All partners 11.40-12.00 

Working language Greek-Bulgarian 

 
 

The Project is co-funded by the European Regional Development Fund and by national funds of the 
countries participating in the Interreg V-A “Greece-Bulgaria 2014-2020” Cooperation Programme 
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2 Presentations 
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3 Minutes 

 

Project Meeting Minutes 

Project: Project No. B2.6c.21 “Sustainable Eco-
Cultural Valorization of Mines and Quarries Sites in the 

Cross-Border Area” (Terra-Mine) 

Date: Tuesday 6th December 2022 @10.00 a.m. 

Venue: City Hall of the Municipality of Pilea-Hortiatis 

& online via Zoom Topic: Terra-Mine Project Meeting 

https://us02web.zoom.us/j/85248328596?pwd=YVZqT

01Vb3dYbG9BbDlVWEZwM3FRUT09 

Meeting ID: 852 4832 8596Passcode: 493976 

Hosting Partner: 

Municipality of Pilea-Hortiatis (PB2) 

Attendees:  

 Municipality of Madan (LB) 

- Fahri Molaysenov, Mayor of Municipality of Madan (in person) 

- Emil Kamenov, Representative from the field of control and monitoring of order and security (in person) 

- Rumyana Draganova, Technical Consultant (online) 

 Municipality of Pilea-Hortiatis (PB2) 

- Despina Lipiridou, Vice Mayor in charge for Administrative and Financial Services, Administrative Reform 
and e-governance   

- Alexandra Ananika, Head of development and European Programs dpt. 

- Machi Merliaounta, Employee of European Programmes dpt. 

- Sinodinos Gkaitatzis, IT DEPARTMENT field of innovation, new technologies, smart city applications 

- Ioanna Papaioannou, Technical Consultant  

 Democritus University of Thrace, Department of Production and Management Engineering, Special Account for 

Research Funds (PB3) 

Due to an unexpected situation, Prof. George Gaitatzis did not manage to connect online; however, he shared 
the presentation he had prepared with LB, PB2 and the Technical Consultant concerning the activities they 

implemented within the project.  

 International Hellenic University - Department of Business Administration - Discipline of Tourism Management 

(PB 4) 

They were not represented. 

 University of Mining and Geology “St. Ivan Rilski” (PB 5) 

They informed by email that they would not be able to attend the meeting and also shared their presentation 

with the Technical Consultant. 

To be noted that Mrs Korina Styla, Project Officer in charge for Terra-Mine project was present in person in the 

meeting. 

Project Meeting Objectives: 

Organisation of the final steps for the project closure: Project Management and Communication related Tasks 

Discussion Topics:  

- Partners’ reporting on the project implementation 
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- Project management and final reporting 

- Communication and visibility tasks related to the project closure 

- Other issues, remarks and conclusions 

Working language: Greek-Bulgarian 

 

Introductions 

The project meeting started at 10.15 with an official welcome made by Mrs Despina Lipiridou, Vice Mayor in charge 
for Administrative and Financial Services, Administrative Reform and e-governance. Mr Fahri Molaysenov, Mayor of 

Madan responded to this welcome speech with a short introduction speech and immediately after they proceeded to 
the exchange of gifts. 

Mrs Korina Stlla was also addressed to the Mayor of Madan and congratulated him for the performance of their 
Municipality, staff members and experts as far as the project implementation is concerned, saying also that the Joint 

Secretariat will be very happy to receive a new proposal from the Municipality in the forthcoming call for proposals in 

the new programming period. 

Partners’ reporting on the project implementation 

Since only the two Municipalities attended the meeting (LB and PB2) and taking into account that one day before (on 
5th December 2022) they had presented in public their main activities, outcomes and deliverables in the presence of 

the Project Officer, they decided to skip this part and focus on the project final reporting and closure procedures. 

Besides, PB3 and PB5 - although they did not manage to attend the meeting – they had sent their presentations one 

day before, confirming that all their activities had been completed since early October 2022, so there was no 
remarkable change comparing to the presentation they had made in October 2022 on the occasion of the meeting 

organised by the Municipality of Madan. 

The main issue discussed at this point was the case of PB4 that although the project reached its end, they had neither 
paid out and consequently verified expenses nor activities reported as implemented. 

The Project Officer explained to the partners that in such cases either a new extension can be requested, if the 
partnership believes that the Beneficiary is going to implement the activities or, and under specific circumstances and 

preconditions, one or more partners (most preferably from the same filed of knowledge and expertise country) can 

use part or the total of the budget of the partner that does not implement, in order to implement though the same 
activities.  

In the case of Terra-Mine project, this is difficult since every one of the three universities involved has different 
knowledge field, so performing the same activities it is not so relevant. And also, the fact that the project is very 

close to its end make the things even more difficult , since in case that the partnership was positive to follow such a 

procedure, all the decisions including the budget reallocation request and a new project extension should be submitted 
before 15th December 2022. Moreover, all other PBs have completed their activities so a new extension is not 

something they will desire, and furthermore PB4 didn’t request any extension. 

Project management and final reporting | Communication and visibility tasks related to the project 

closure 

Having studied carefully the project closure manual and the excel file sent by the Communication Officer with regards 

to the material to be collected and provided for check for each deliverable, the Technical Consultant of PB2 prepared 
a presentation where initially all the critical dates were indicated and more precisely: 

o 15.12.2022: up to this date all services, products and works must be delivered and invoiced 

o 31.12.2022: all the project deliverables must be sent from PBs to LB and PB2 that has to upload them on 
the project website 

o 31.12.2022-10.01.2023: all the project deliverables (for all PBs) must be sent from LB to the Programme’s 
Communication Officer for final check 

o six (6) months after the project end date - 15.06.2023: final payments - it is highly recommended - 
to be made up to six (6) months after the project end date 

o 20 calendar days after the final payment to FLC(s) for Greek beneficiaries: when the final payment 

to the FLC is concluded, the PB inputs the appropriate expenditure documentation on MIS within a period of 
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20 calendar days. Please note that this period is included in the two-month period for the submission of the 
final project report 

o two (2) months after the final verifications: the final project report must be submitted up to two (2) 

months after the final verifications 

o 31.12.2023: the payment of FLC costs, project closure administrative activities and all the expenditure 

verifications should be made no later than 31.12.2023 

o 31.12.2026: All accounting and supporting documents must be available and accessible for a period of three 

years (3) years from 31 December following the submission of the accounts in which the expenditure of the 
operation is included. 

During the discussion concerning the dates and the tasks referred above, the Project Officer clarified that it is the LB 

responsible to collect all partners’ deliverables and relative material and send the altogether to the Communication 
Officer for final check. 

 

Giving particular emphasis on the organisation of the deliverables in order to be sent for final check, within their 

presentation, PB2 underlined the following: 

o Meetings 

• PER meeting 1pdf file including: invitation, agenda, presentations, minutes, press releases before 

& after the event (print screens & links), information/promotion material produced (pdf and pictures), 
pictures, NO registration lists.  

o Promotional materials & articles 

• Pdf files and pictures of the produced promotional material: folders, notebooks, bilingual 

brochures, cartes-postales, banners, trilingual booklet.  

• Links and screen shots of the published articles. 

• All the deliverables (after corrections) must be uploaded on the project website. 

o Events 

• PER event 1 pdf files including: invitation; agenda; press releases (links and print screens) published 

before and after the event; pictures; promotional/information material produced for the event; 

presentations made during the event; minutes/evaluation report of the event. NO registration lists. 

o Studies and other “soft” deliverables 

• Upload the communication plan; should be in EN 

• Upload the studies; should be in EN or with an EN abstract and their covers should be following 

the instructions given by the Programme & uploaded on the project website 

• Digital material, applications and games; should be available online and linked to the project 
website 

o FAM Trips, Study Tours, Study Visits and Exhibition (outside the Programme area) 

• Provide a short report/description in EN about the activity: when; who; where; 

why/purpose/aim; results; evaluation report; agenda; invitation; pictures. NO registration lists. 

o Equipment 

• Pictures of the equipment on site; operational and marked with durable stickers with the project 

logo. 

o  Infrastructure/ works 

• WORKS: pictures of the site before, during and after the works implemented, as well as of the info 
sign installed at the site. Make sure that the sign is following the template given by the programme; 

it is made of durable, weatherproof/waterproof material and has dimensions of A3 size. A short 

description/presentation in EN of the works implemented. 

• EQUIPMENT placed in the sites: two options: 1) install durable stickers of the project logo on 

each exhibit OR 2) include this operation and its cost in the info sign that will be installed at the 
entrance of the cave. 2nd option preferred. 
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As far as joint deliverables are concerned, e.g. a joint study visit, the report that will be submitted for check can be 
common for all the involved partners as long as their contribution to the report is clearly stated in the document. 

Finally, a last task that LB and PB2 agreed to implement together is related to the translation of short texts presenting 

project deliverables and other activities in Bulgarian for the project website that is trilingual. 

In the end of the meeting, PB2 representatives thanked the Mayor of Madan for visiting the Municipality of Pilea-
Hortiatis and committed themseleves to visit Madan and the mines. 
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4 Press releases - publicity 
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https://pilea-hortiatis.gr/synantisi-ton-dimarchon-pylaias-chortiati-kai-mantan-voulgarias-

stin-oloklirosi-tou-ergou-terra-mine/  

 

 

https://www.grtimes.gr/tag/ergo-terra-mine  

 

https://pilea-hortiatis.gr/synantisi-ton-dimarchon-pylaias-chortiati-kai-mantan-voulgarias-stin-oloklirosi-tou-ergou-terra-mine/
https://pilea-hortiatis.gr/synantisi-ton-dimarchon-pylaias-chortiati-kai-mantan-voulgarias-stin-oloklirosi-tou-ergou-terra-mine/
https://www.grtimes.gr/tag/ergo-terra-mine
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https://www.otavoice.gr/aytodioikitika-nea/2022/12/synantisi-ton-dimarchon-pylaias-

chortiati-mantan-voulgarias-gia-tin-oloklirosi-tou-terra-mine/  

 

 

https://www.voria.gr/article/sinantisi-kaitezidi-ke-dimarchou-mantan-voulgarias---ti-

sizitithike  

 

https://www.otavoice.gr/aytodioikitika-nea/2022/12/synantisi-ton-dimarchon-pylaias-chortiati-mantan-voulgarias-gia-tin-oloklirosi-tou-terra-mine/
https://www.otavoice.gr/aytodioikitika-nea/2022/12/synantisi-ton-dimarchon-pylaias-chortiati-mantan-voulgarias-gia-tin-oloklirosi-tou-terra-mine/
https://www.voria.gr/article/sinantisi-kaitezidi-ke-dimarchou-mantan-voulgarias---ti-sizitithike
https://www.voria.gr/article/sinantisi-kaitezidi-ke-dimarchou-mantan-voulgarias---ti-sizitithike
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https://www.karfitsa.gr/autodioikisi/synantisi-i-kaitezidi-me-ton-dimarcho-mantan-

voulgarias/  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.karfitsa.gr/autodioikisi/synantisi-i-kaitezidi-me-ton-dimarcho-mantan-voulgarias/
https://www.karfitsa.gr/autodioikisi/synantisi-i-kaitezidi-me-ton-dimarcho-mantan-voulgarias/
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